
label the garden
memory game

 

Pages 2-3 of this worksheet 
 

Paper
 

Pen or pencil
 

Colouring pencils or pens
 

Stopwatch or timer
 

Look at the features labelled on the
Moroccan Garden worksheet.

What are they and what do they
do?

 
Try and remember as many of the
names as you can in 30 seconds.

 
Using your coloured pens or

pencils carefully draw an outline
of a garden on a piece of paper.

Now, draw and label as many of the
features in the garden as you can

remember!
 

Repeat the activity with the British
Garden worksheet. Do the gardens

share any of the same features?
 

Tip: Your own drawings do not have to
be identical to the pictures. Why not

use the same features to design your
own garden.
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What do I need?

What do I do?
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walls - commonly used for privacy and enclosing the
garden
olive trees - commonly found tree that grows in Morocco 
pergola - a garden structure used to create a shaded
walkway or seating area
shade - an area not in direct sunlight (caused by
structures such as trees)
symmetry - it describes the same shape either side of the
middle. In Islam it is a sign of God.
water rill - a long, straight channel constructed for water
to flow down.
fountain - an ornamental feature in a garden which
spouts water.
seating - a place for people to sit and relax or eat.
arch - a curved symmetrical opening, usually a doorway.
tiling (zellige) - an area covered with decorative, usually
square, tiles which fit perfectly next to each other.
low hedges - small hedges which can be used to frame
flower beds or paths.
path - a path usually tiled, which leads you around the
garden to different features.
flower pots - a small container used to grow plants in.
orange trees - another commonly found tree in Morocco.
flower beds - a plot in the garden used to grow flowers.

Moroccan garden worksheet glossary
 



brick wall - commonly used for privacy and enclosing the
garden
raised beds - soil is raised above the surrounding soil in
containers which can be built out of wood, rock or
concrete.
patio - a paved outdoor flooring area
trees - most British gardens contain many trees which
cast shade and also act as privacy from neighbours.
shade - an area not in direct sunlight.
eating area - a table and chairs are often found on patios
for outdoor eating in summer months.
flower pots - a small container used to grow plants in.
path - a path usually using paving stones, wood chip or
gravel which leads you through the garden to different
features. Stops you having to walk on grass if it's wet or
muddy.
lawn - a large area of grass, often used to play games on,
such as football.
flower beds - a plot in the garden used to grow flowers.
fence (trellis) - a fence runs around the outside of the
garden to keep it enclosed. Trellis fencing has lots of
smaller holes in it for climbing plants to grow up.
greenhouse - a glass building used to grow plants in and
keep them out of the cold.
bird bath - an ornament with a bowl filled with water for
birds to drink from and wash themselves.
bird feeder - a hanging or standing feature filled with bird
feed, used in winter months to feed birds when natural
food is limited. 

British garden worksheet glossary
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